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IGL Mission Statement

• Involve undergraduate students in genuine, contemporary 
research experiences in the mathematical sciences

• Provide mentoring experience and training for graduate 
students / postdocs / early career faculty

• Increase the visibility of mathematics within our communities



PCAST 2012 Report to the President

ENGAGE TO EXCEL: PRODUCING ONE MILLION ADDITIONAL 
COLLEGE GRADUATES WITH DEGREES IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, 
ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS

Recommendation 2.

“Advocate and provide support for replacing standard laboratory courses with discovery-
based research courses.

Research courses can act as training for subsequent participation in research in faculty or 
industry laboratories, improving the skills that students bring to those positions. 

Independent research on faculty projects is a direct way for students to experience real 
discovery and innovation and to be inspired by STEM subjects.”



SIAM 2012 Report on Mathematics in Industry

Section 5.2 Graduate Education

“Additional skills and experiences needed in industry 

• Exposure to a relevant application and real-world problem solving
• Expertise in programming
• High-Performance computing
• Communication and teamwork

The ability to listen to and learn from other team members is just as important as the 
ability to generate your own ideas. You need leadership and presentation skills to get 
your ideas across, a strategic sense of the team’s goals, and the drive, discipline, and 
energy to meet project deadlines.”



• R1 large public university
• #52 U S News ranking of US universities

(#14 among publics)
• 33K undergraduate students

Department of Mathematics

• #17 U S News ranking of graduate programs
• 66 faculty
• 200 graduate students
• 1200 math majors
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travel, lodging
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IGL model 

• In-semester program

• Competitive application process

• Eligibility restricted to Illinois students

• Number of student participants limited 
only by number of projects

• Undergraduate students are unfunded; 
receive course credit

• Graduate student and faculty participants 
also unfunded



Structure of a typical IGL project

One or more faculty mentors

1-2 graduate students (project supervisors)

3 or more undergraduate students 
(team members) 



Timeline of an IGL semester
• Application window open from approx week 10 of prior semester until one 

week before start of current semester

• Staffing decisions made immediately prior to start of semester

• Week 1 / 2: Kickoff meeting, Research Plan due

• Week 7: Mid-semester meeting (5 minute progress reports by group)

• Week 13: Brochure material due

• Week 15: Brochures printed, end-of-semester poster session





Hyperbolic space on the 
Oculus Rift (Fall 2014)

Faculty mentor: Pierre Albin



Discrete Morse theory, vector
fields, and materials science 
(Spring 2016 / Fall 2016)

Faculty mentors: Ruth Davidson and 

Rosemary Guzman

Image of published paper



Veech Jigsaws (Spring 2017)
Faculty mentor: Mark Bell

• Investigate a class of highly symmetric 
translation surfaces studied by Veech

• Compute symmetries and generators of 
the corresponding affine group

• Generate corresponding jigsaw 
puzzles in Python

• Laser cut final puzzles



Video as a Sensor (Spring 2017 – Fall 2017 – Spring 2018)

Faculty mentors:

Professor Rich Sowers 

(Math and Industrial and 

Systems Engineering)

Professor Daniel Work 

(Civil and Environmental

Engineering)
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Recent initiatives

• IGL Research  Award – awarded to one or more IGL projects in a given 
calendar year which best exemplify the IGL mission
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• IGL Seminar series – one speaker per semester, visits Illinois to give a 
research seminar/colloquium as well as an “IGL seminar” for undergrads
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Recent initiatives

• IGL Research  Award

• IGL Seminar series

• Programming Workshop (“IGL Computational Bootcamp”)

• IGL-Merit partnership

• Morisato IGL Research Scholarship – competitive scholarship program for
IGL graduate student mentors, provides six weeks of summer funding to 
pursue PhD thesis research



Outreach Activities
• Saturday workshops for middle and high 
school students, e.g. Sonia Math Days, 
GEMS (Girls Engaged in Math and Science)

• K-12 class visits to Altgeld Hall and the IGL

• Activity tables at local events

• Summer Illinois Math camp
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Geometry Labs United



• Experimental Geometry Lab (Maryland)

• Experimental Algebra and Geometry Lab (U Texas Rio Grande Valley)

• Mason Experimental Geometry Lab (George Mason)

• Illinois Geometry Lab (U Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

• Mathematical Computing Lab (U Illinois Chicago)

• Washington Experimental Mathematics 
Lab (U Washington)

• I-Center (Kansas State)

• Laboratory of Geometry at Michigan 
(U Michigan)

• Experimental Mathematics Lab
(U Colorado Boulder)



Geometry Labs United Conferences

GLU I (Illinois, Summer 2015) GLU II (Washington, Summer 2017)



Some final thoughts

• Demand for quality research experiences at the undergraduate level is 
off the charts

• Vertically integrated research teams provide opportunities at all levels 
for hands-on experience and training in mentoring and leadership

• Departmental support is crucial: monetary as well as in-kind 
commitments by faculty, grad students, and staff

• Research and outreach feed off of each other

• This educational model provides excellent opportunities to showcase 
and advertise what we do 



Funding

• University of Illinois Department of Mathematics

• NSF, “CAREER: Randomness in Geometry and 
Dynamics”, PI: J. Athreya, DMS-1559860

• NSF, “Mathways”, PIs: J. Athreya, M. Ando, J. Tyson 
DMS-1449269

• University of Illinois Public Engagement Office

• MAA, Dolciani Mathematics Enrichment Grants 
(2015-2016, 2016-2017)

• Susan C. Morisato



Thank you!

For more information, visit

www.math.illinois.edu/research/igl

www.geometrylabs.net

http://www.math.illinois.edu/research/igl
http://www.geometrylabs.net/

